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ABSTRACT
The Palomar Testbed Interferometer (PTI) archive of observations between 1998 and 2005 is examined for objects
appropriate for calibration of optical long-baseline interferometer observations—stars that are predictably pointlike
and single. Approximately 1400 nights of data on 1800 objects were examined for this investigation.We compare those
observations to an intensively studied object that is a suitable calibrator, HD 217014, and statistically compare each
candidate calibrator to that object by computing both a Mahalanobis distance and a principal component analysis. Our
hypothesis is that the frequency distribution of visibility data associated with calibrator stars differs from noncalibrator
stars such as binary stars. Spectroscopic binaries resolved by PTI, objects known to be unsuitable for calibrator use, are
similarly tested to establish detection limits of this approach. From this investigation, we find more than 350 observed
stars suitable for use as calibrators (with an additional140 being rejected), corresponding tok95% sky coverage for
PTI. This approach is noteworthy in that it rigorously establishes calibration sources through a traceable, empirical
methodology, leveraging the predictions of spectral energy distribution modeling but also verifying it with the rich
body of PTI’s on-sky observations.
Subject headinggs: binaries: general — catalogs — infrared: stars — instrumentation: high angular resolution —
instrumentation: interferometers — stars: fundamental parameters — stars: imaging —
techniques: high angular resolution — techniques: interferometric
Online material: color figures, machine-readable tables
1. INTRODUCTION
Visible and near-infrared interferometers are powerful tools
for measuring the minute angular sizes of nearby stars. How-
ever, establishing absolute system responses in the presence of
atmospheric turbulence and instrument imperfections is a chal-
lenging proposition that requires careful attention to detail when
constructing an observational approach. Use of objects predicted
to be pointlike calibration sources is routinely employed in astro-
nomical interferometry in the optical (Mozurkewich et al. 1991;
Boden et al. 1998a; Borde´ et al. 2002; van Belle & van Belle
2005). However, given the incomplete nature of our knowledge
of these sources, it is not enough to merely predict the expected
fringe visibility from these objects—calibration sources need to
be rigorously evaluated for their actual observed interferometric
visibility and its appropriateness for use in calibrating the in-
strument. Herein we examine the body of calibration data taken
on the sky from near-infrared, long-baseline interferometric
measurements taken with the Palomar Testbed Interferometer
(PTI). Similar efforts have begun for the Very Large Telescope
Interferometer (VLTI; Richichi & Percheron 2005).
PTI is an 85Y110 m H- and K-band (1.6 and 2.2 m) inter-
ferometer located at Palomar Observatory and is described in
detail in Colavita et al. (1999). It has three 40 cm apertures used
in pairwise combination for measurement of stellar fringe visi-
bility on sources that range in angular size from 0.05 to 5.0 mas,
being able to resolve individual sources k 1:0 mas in size. PTI
has been in nightly operation since 1997, with minimum down-
time for throughout the intervening years. The data from PTI
considered herein covers the range from the beginning of 1998
(when the standardized data pipeline went into place) until the
end of 2005 (when the analysis of this manuscript was begun).
Over the 8 years of operation discussed in this study, PTI was on
the sky in its single-star visibility mode 1390 nights,1 producing
A
1 The remaining nights were spent on other instrument modes or were lost to
maintenance or weather.
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over 83,000 125 s stellar ‘‘scans’’ on 1818 individual objects.
PTI has a minimum K-band fringe spacing of 4.3 mas at the
sky position of the calibration objects, makingmany of these stars
readily resolvable.
As is standard practice in optical interferometry, a typical set
of observations with PTI involves observation of target objects
of scientific interest, bracketed by calibration objects. The calibra-
tion objects serve the purpose of characterizing the point response,
or system visibility (V 2sys), of the interferometer in conjunction
with the atmosphere, and as such, the interleaved calibrator-
target-calibrator observations are done on timescales expected to
be shorter than the seeing evolution time of the atmosphere (typ-
ically less than 15 minutes). By measuring V 2sys, a properly nor-
malized measurement of the target star’s visibility may be obtained
for meaningful astrophysical interpretation (van Belle & van
Belle 2005). These calibration objects are selected a priori to be
as close to pointlike as is possible, having visibilities measured
by PTI to be very nearly unity. The primary limitation on selec-
tion of truly pointlike calibrators is the sensitivity of the instru-
ment, coupled with considerations of dynamic range. Toward the
end of having nearly pointlike calibrators, calibrator lists are
vetted for binary systems, which are excluded due to the subunity
system response measured from such systems. The decrease of
the measured visibility from the desired characterization of V 2sys is
due to the interferometer’s ability to resolve out even milliarc-
second separation binaries.
Unfortunately, incomplete knowledge of the true physical
nature of the calibration objects can result in binary systems not
being properly excluded during the vetting process that selects
potential calibrators. Given this reality of calibrator selection, a
number of additional steps are taken to ensure rigorously defen-
sible characterization of V 2sys. First, given the uncertain nature of
possible calibrators, employing multiple calibrators for any given
target star observation is also standard operating procedure for PTI
observations. Second, these clusters of calibrators are observed on
multiple nights, since chance geometrymaymake a binary system
readily apparent on one night but not on another. Finally, these
objects may be compared to known ‘‘good’’ calibrators for ap-
propriateness as calibration objects, which this study examines
in detail.
2. APPROACH
To establish a properly normalized squared visibility2 for a
science target in the expected [0 : 1] range, the system response is
used to account for the effect of instrumental and atmospheric
imperfections and normalize the visibility measured for that tar-
get, V 2meas:
V 2norm(target) ¼
V 2meas(target)
V 2sys
: ð1Þ
The system visibility, V 2sys, is established from measurements of
pointlike calibration sources. However, due to the extreme reso-
lution of interferometric instruments, event nominally ‘‘unre-
solved’’ objects need to have their measured V 2meas corrected for
partial resolution:
V 2sys ¼
V 2meas(calibrator)
V 2pred(calibrator)
: ð2Þ
Interleaved observations of targets and calibrators are done on a
timescale expected to be less than the atmospheric seeing evo-
lution time, which at the Palomar site is typically 30 minutes or
longer. PTI’s automated star queue duty cycle is 4Y8minutes per
star, so calibrator-target-calibrator interleaving is comfortably
accomplished with sufficient cadence to satisfy this requirement.
Assuming that a uniform disk brightness profile appropriately
characterizes the stellar disk of the calibration source, the pre-
dicted visibility V 2pred may be derived from some expectation of
the star’s angular size, , and the known system configuration pa-
rameters of baseline B and wavelength, k:
V 2pred ¼
2J1(B=k)
B=k
 2
: ð3Þ
In estimating V 2pred, and by extension V
2
sys, it is important to prop-
erly quantify errors in B, k, and , and propagate them through
the Bessel function. The need for ‘‘pointlike’’ calibrators is
prompted by potential unknown biases present in the a priori es-
timation of the calibrator angular size, , and to avoid nonlinear
effects found in the Bessel function. Proper error propagation is
observed throughout all of these steps, including propagation of
uncertainties in angular size estimate, , into V
2
pred and mea-
surement error, V 2 , for both V
2
meas(target) and V
2
meas(calibrator).
The particulars and implications of this requirement are exam-
ined in much greater detail in van Belle & van Belle (2005). In
practice, for calibrators previously uncharacterized by PTI, two
or more calibration sources are used in tandem to all for cross-
calibration and elimination of bad calibrators.
For this study, the full list of stars observed by PTI from 1998
to 2005 was collected from the PTI archive.3 A set of calibrator
selection criteria was established (x 3), and for each of the ob-
jects in the archive that qualified as a potential calibrator, a spec-
tral energy distribution (SED) fit was used to refine its predicted
angular size (x 4). Objects that were small enough for use as
calibrators were kept as possible calibrators. The predicted an-
gular size could then be used to account for the partial resolution
by the interferometer of the object’s angular size in attempting to
normalize the object’s raw interferometer data (x 5). The data
obtained from the normalization step were then examined with
Mahalanobis distance and principal component analysis tests for
departures from point-source response and evidence of hidden
binarity (x 6). Finally, we examine the likelihood that stars ob-
served by PTI that appear to be solid calibrators are actually
undetected binaries (x 7).
3. CALIBRATOR SELECTION CRITERIA
In order to maximize the likelihood that any random star ob-
servable by PTI is appropriate for use as a calibrator, a number of
criteria have been developed over the years of operation of the
instrument. Since each principal investigator selected his or her own
calibration sources for their projects, it is unclear the exact criteria
that went into the selection of both targets and calibrators found in
the complete PTI archive. However, since we are evaluating the
sources after the fact, we may vet the observed list of potential
calibrators using a single homogenous set of criteria:
1. Potential calibration sources must be bright enough to be
tracked by PTI in the appropriate available dynamic range. This
translates roughly to a V-band magnitude of 10.0 or brighter
(for tip-tilt tracking), and aK-band magnitude of 5.0 or brighter
(for fringe tracking).
2 Squared visibility is referred to herein as simply ‘‘visibility,’’ which is
consistent with other articles in the literature. 3 Online at the Michelson Science Center, http://msc.caltech.edu.
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2. These sources need to be appropriately ‘‘pointlike’’ in size,
which conservatively for PTI is P1.0 mas in size, as discussed
extensively in van Belle & van Belle (2005) with final predicted
size fromdetailed SEDfitting (see x 4). This corresponds to amea-
sured visibility V 2k 0:90 that serves well to characterize the sys-
tem visibility (interferometer plus atmosphere) and is statistically
tolerant to errors and even biases in the a priori estimation of the
calibrator size.
3. Finally, for system visibility characterization, these stars
must be expected to exhibit constant measured visibilities. As such,
they should not be known to be a binary system, or suspected to be
one, according to the astrometric references in the Hipparcos da-
tabase (Perryman et al.1997). TheHipparcosH59multiplicity flag
is of particular utility here, not only calling out those objects for
which a full astrometric solution has been obtained, but those
that have unexplained degrees of astrometric variability.
The 499 potential sources in the PTI database that satisfy these
criteria are found in Table 1, the contents of which are discussed
in the next section. The PTI data available for these sources will
then be evaluated in x 6 for evidence of binarity or departures in
a priori size expectations that make them unsuitable for use as
calibrators.
4. SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FITTING
For each of the potential calibrator stars observed in this inves-
tigation, a spectral energy distribution (SED) fit was performed.
This fit was accomplished using photometry available in the lit-
erature as the input values, with template spectra appropriate for
the spectral types indicated for the stars in question. The template
spectra, fromPickles (1998), were adjusted by the fitting routine to
account for overall flux level, wavelength-dependent reddening,
and expected angular size. Reddening corrections were based on
the empirical reddening determination described by Cardelli et al.
(1989), which differs little from van de Hulst’s theoretical redden-
ing curve number 15 (Johnson1968; Dyck et al.1996). Both nar-
rowband and wideband photometry in 0.3Y30 m were used as
available, including Johnson UBV (see, e.g., Eggen 1963, 1972;
Moreno1971), Stromgren ubvy (Piirola1976), 2MASS JHKs,4
other JHK (Gezari et al. 1996), Geneva (Rufener 1976), Vilnius
UPXYZS (Zdanavicius et al. 1972), and WBVR (Kornilov et al.
1991); flux calibrations were based on the values given in Cox
(2000). For each star, the primary references for the photometric
data are given in Table 1.
Starting with a reference spectral type and luminosity class as
cited by SIMBAD, template spectra were fit to the photometric
data. Templates in adjacent locations in spectral type and lumi-
nosity class were also tested for best fit, with the fit with best 2
being selected in the end for use in this study. For example, a star
indicated by SIMBAD to be a G2 IV would have its photometry
fit to the nine templates of spectral type G1, G2, and G3, and for
luminosity classes V, IV, and III. From the best SED fit, estimates
were obtained for each star for their bolometric flux (FBOL), an-
gular size (EST), and reddening (AV ); effective temperature was
fixed for each of the Pickles (1998) library spectra. The results of
the fitting are given in Table 2, and an example SED fitting plot is
given in Figure 1.
Also given in Table 2 are estimates of luminosity for each of
these stars. The first estimate was derived from the bolometric flux
from the fitting, combined with aHipparcos distance (Perryman
et al. 1997); a small number of these objects (N ¼ 11) did not
have such data available and a distance was estimated from
comparison of the apparent visible brightness mV to the visible
MV brightness expected from the best-fit spectral type (Cox 2000),
and the SED fit reddening. The second estimate was established
from the luminosity expected from the best-fit spectral type. The
agreement between these two disparate estimates provided us
with additional confidence in our fits, particularly from the stand-
point of selection of proper luminosity class for the SED fit.
For our calibration sources, the a priori estimate of their an-
gular size EST is necessary to account for residual resolution that
may be afforded by an interferometer’s extraordinarily long base-
lines. With an expected limb darkened size of EST  1:00 mas
from the SEDfit, calibrators have predictedV 2pred values of >92%
for a 85 m baseline used at 2.2 m, and >86% for a 110 m base-
line.We consider this size effectively identical to its uniform disk
size, since for most of our potential calibration sources, their ef-
fective temperatures are in excess of 5000 K, and the differ-
ence between the uniform disk and limb darkened sizes is at the
few percent level (Davis et al. 2000; Claret & Hauschildt 2003),
which is far less than our size estimate error. Ideally, a calibration
source would be sufficiently pointlike that its measured visibility
V 2meas would be indistinguishable from unity, but unfortunately
the current system sensitivity does not afford that option. The un-
certainty in the calibrator visibility represents one of the fun-
damental limitations of the system visibility accuracy (van Belle
& van Belle 2005). However, our selection of calibrators has been
carefully made to be sufficiently small (1.00 mas) in diameter
such that there are no concerns about a varying system calibration
due to unaccounted-for calibrator surface morphology, and such
that a5% uncertainty in angular size will translate to less than a
1% uncertainty in its predicted visibility V 2pred for PTI.
5. OBTAINING NORMALIZED PTI OBSERVATIONS
PTI generates its V 2meas observables through pairwise combi-
nation of the starlight collected by two siderostats through a 50/
50 beam combiner optic; the combined starlight beams that re-
sult are fed into a NICMOS3 detector dewar. The PTI beamtrain
from the siderostats to the beam combiner includes path length
compensation that equalizes the path for each telescope from the
star to the beam splitter to 20 nm. Temporally dithering the path
length compensation within one atmospheric coherence time a dis-
tance of one wavelength about this ‘‘white light’’ fringe position
results in maximum constructive and destructive interference be-
tween the two starlight beams. Measurement of this temporally
modulated photometric signal leads to a characterization of the
V 2meas. Discussion of the PTI fringe detection and tracking par-
ticulars is given in significantly greater detail in Colavita et al.
(1999).
The V 2meas observables used in any typical PTI study are the
synthetic wideband V 2meas values, given by an incoherent signal-
to-noise (SNR) weighted average of the individual five narrow-
band channel V 2meas(k) values in the PTI spectrometer (Colavita
1999). In a similar fashion, incoherent SNR-weighted average
bandpasses kwere determined from the raw data. The PTI H and
K wave bands are excellent matches to the CIT photometric sys-
tem (Elias et al. 1982,1983). Separate calibrations and fits to the
narrowband and synthetic wideband V 2meas data sets yield statis-
tically consistent results, with the synthetic wideband data ex-
hibiting superior SNR. Since there is no need in this study for in-
dependent narrowband values, we consequently consider only
the synthetic wideband data.
The stars examined in this study were observed by PTI at 1.6
and 2.2 m on 1390 observing nights between 1998 January 14 Vizier Online Data Catalog, 2246 (R. M. Cutri et al., 2003)
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and 2005 December 31. For most of the nights, PTI’s NS 110 m
baseline (37.1 m E, 103.3 m N,3.3 m Z) was utilized; the NW
86 m baseline (81.7 m E, 28.2 m N, 3.1 m Z) was used the
second most, with the SW 87 m baseline (44.6 m E, 75.1 m N,
0.2 m Z) being used least. The specific baselines used, in terms
of number of nights and number of scans, is given in Table 3 for
each star; a summary of the overall observations is given in
Table 4. The potential calibration objects were observed mul-
tiple times during each of these nights, and each observation, or
scan, was approximately 125 s long. For each scan, we computed
a mean V 2meas value from the scan data, and the error in the V
2
meas es-
timate from the rms internal scatter (Colavita et al. 1999; Colavita
1999).
6. STATISTICAL TESTS
FOR THE OBSERVATIONAL DATA
6.1. 51 Peg: The PTI ‘‘Gold Standard’’ Calibrator
51 Peg (HD 217014, HP 113357, HR 8729) is well known
throughout the astronomical community as the first solar-like
star for which an extrasolar planet has been detected (Mayor &
Queloz 1995; Marcy et al. 1997). When the sinusoidal radial
velocity signature was detected in 1995, the sin i ambiguity in the
mass term led some to suspect that perhaps what was being ob-
served was a binary star system in a face-on orientation, rather
than a star-planet pairing.
Interferometric observations have the potential to detect such
binary star systems through spatially resolving and directly de-
tecting the individual components. As such, when PTI operations
began in 1996, a vigorous campaign of 51 Peg observations was
begun to attempt to detect any putative stellar companion of the
primary star. Despite some ambiguous initial indications associ-
ated with a new instrument learning curve, in the end a rigorous
evaluation of the PTI data excluded the presence of a companion
brighter than K < 4:27 [corresponding to a brightness ratio
r(K ) > 0:020] at the 99% confidence level, corresponding to an
upper mass limit on the 51 Peg secondary of 0.22M (Boden et al.
1998b). Given the unusually detailed evaluation of the 18 nights
available (at that time) of PTI data on 51 Peg, it now constitutes a
‘‘gold standard’’ calibration source, as far as being an object
whose nature as a system possessing a single star has been estab-
lished to the limits of PTI’s detection ability. For this particular
investigation, we may leverage that detailed investigation of
51 Peg to use it as a reference calibration object, to which other
potential calibrators may be compared.
6.2. Known Bad Calibrators: PTI Binaries
In contrast to 51 Peg, we may also select well-studied PTI
sources as known bad calibrators—namely, the binary stars that
PTI has observed over the years. The full roster of published PTI
binaries, along with 51 Peg, is summarized in Table 5. Also
included on this list is an unpublished binary star, HD 178449,
which with a primary-secondary brightness ratio of K  3:5Y
3.8 represents the ‘‘worst case’’ binary for our various methods
to attempt to detect; as discussed in more detail in x 7, this level
of K is consistent with themedian value of V 2meas  0:93Y0.95
in equation (8).
These known binary stars are of great utility to the evaluation
of our unknown potential calibrator objects. By subjecting these
known binary stars to our statistical tests for appropriateness of a
calibration star, we may test the sensitivity of those tests to bi-
naries of varying brightness ratio and separation.
TABLE 2
Summary of SED Fits for Potential PTI Calibrator Stars, Including Total Number of Photometric Points Used, NPHOT, Reduced
Chi-Squared 2 , Reddening AV , Bolometric Flux at the Source FBOL, Luminosity Estimate from Bolometric
Flux LFBOL and from Spectral Type LSP, and Estimated Angular Size EST
HD
Spectral
Type NPHOT 
2

AV
(mag)
FBOL
(108 ergs cm2 s1)
log LFBOL
(L)
log LSP
(L)
EST
(mas)
71.......................... K1 III 3 4.39 0:38  0:07 7:45  0:17 2:11  0:11 1:88  0:50 0:690  0:036
166........................ G8 V 41 0.35 0:02  0:02 10:46  0:08 0:21  0:04 0:14  0:25 0:626  0:013
167........................ G8 III 8 0.76 0:13  0:03 7:34  0:09 1:94  0:50 1:74  0:50 0:594  0:036
905........................ F0 V 42 0.85 0:09  0:01 14:40  0:13 0:74  0:02 0:85  0:25 0:400  0:010
1083...................... A0 IV 16 0.44 0:03  0:02 8:54  0:14 1:63  0:34 2:46  0:33 0:167  0:010
1279...................... B5 III 37 0.95 0:30  0:01 34:98  0:25 2:97  0:62 3:86  0:50 0:153  0:025
1404...................... A2 V 55 1.00 0:08  0:03 44:12  0:33 1:41  0:10 1:46  0:25 0:465  0:023
1406...................... K2 III 15 1.30 0:23  0:02 6:87  0:08 1:74  0:46 1:94  0:50 0:728  0:037
1671...................... F5 IV 41 0.33 0:12  0:02 26:75  0:23 1:30  0:12 1:55  0:33 0:626  0:030
2114...................... G5 III 17 0.72 0:00  0:05 16:21  0:20 2:22  0:61 1:67  0:50 0:805  0:054
Notes.—Table 2 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
a No Hipparcos distance available; distance estimated from comparison of apparent mV with absolute MV expected from the spectra type.
Fig. 1.—Spectral energy distribution fitting for HD 217014, as discussed in
x 6.1, with a G2 IV spectral template (Pickles 1998) being fit to the wide- and nar-
rowband photometry available for the star. Vertical bars are errors associated with
the photometric data; horizontal bars represent the bandwidth of each photometric
data point. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement for a color version of this
figure.]
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6.3. Moment Values for 51 Peg
For detailed statistical testing of the visibility data on each of
our potential calibrator stars found in Table 2, we sought to
compare the ensemble of 51 Peg V 2norm points with the various
sets associated each potential calibrator star first by means of a
Mahalanobis distance comparison, and second through a prin-
cipal component analysis. The variable of interest is an individual
normalized PTI observation, V 2norm; i, with associated error term
V 2;i. For each star we have a number of observations of V
2
norm
that form a frequency distribution. Our hypothesis is that the fre-
quency distribution associated with calibrator stars differs from
noncalibrator stars such as binary stars. The challenge is to char-
acterize the frequency distribution. A very old technique is that
of using Pearson curves, which are characterized by the first four
moments of a distribution. A function of the rawmoments of the
frequency distribution of V 2norm for each star forms the input for
our comparison with the first four moments of 51 Peg V 2norm data.
The observations were weighted by wi ¼ 1/(V 2;i)2. If W ¼P
i wi for specific k stars, and wi ¼ wi /W , then the weighted
mean,m1, of V
2
norm; i ism1k ¼
P
i wiV
2
norm; i. Theweighted second,
third, and fourth moments for this star are
mjk ¼
X
i
wi V
2
norm; i  m1
  j" #1=j
ð4Þ
for j ¼ 2, 3, and 4. For m3k we retained the sign associated with
the third moment. The rescaled moments have a natural interpre-
tation; for example, m2k is the standard deviation of the V
2
norm
values for star k.
These moments m1k, m2k, m3k, and m4k form the basis for the
calculation of the Mahalanobis distance and the principal com-
ponent analysis distance from 51 Peg, our ‘‘gold standard.’’ The
four moment values for 51 Peg were calculated to be
m1;51Peg ¼ 1:006659;
m2;51Peg ¼ 0:041568;
m3;51Peg ¼ 0:032527;
m4;51Peg ¼ 0:0919526:
The moments can be used to calculate a3 ¼ skewness and
a4 ¼ kurtosis statistics. For a Gaussian distribution the values
are a3 ¼ 0 and a4 ¼ 3. For the V 2norm values from 51 Peg these
values are
a3 ¼ m3k=m3=22k ¼ 1:32;
a4 ¼ m4k=m22k ¼ 12:1:
TABLE 3
Summary of PTI Observations for Each Potential Calibrator, Including Nights Observed and Number
of Calibrated Scans, Both Overall and By Baseline
All Baselines North-South North-West South-West
HD
Raw Nights
Observed
Calibrated
Nights
Calibrated
Scans
Calibrated
Nights
Calibrated
Scans
Calibrated
Nights
Calibrated
Scans
Calibrated
Nights
Calibrated
Scans
71................... 2 2 5 . . . . . . 2 5 . . . . . .
166................. 67 67 270 53 217 12 49 2 4
167................. 1 1 2 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
905................. 4 4 11 3 7 1 4 . . . . . .
1083............... 1 1 2 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1279............... 9 9 24 9 24 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1404............... 107 104 367 71 243 29 108 4 16
1406............... 2 2 12 2 12 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1671............... 22 22 72 22 72 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2114............... 2 2 2 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notes.—Table 3 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
TABLE 4
Summary of Observations
Proportiona
Baselines
Number
of Stars NS NW SW
NS only ............................. 148 1.00 . . . . . .
NW only............................ 88 . . . 1.00 . . .
SW only ............................ 1 . . . . . . 1.00
NS, NW ............................ 135 0.63 0.37 . . .
NS, SW ............................. 5 0.66 . . . 0.34
NW, SW............................ 7 . . . 0.52 0.48
NS, NW, SW .................... 105 0.60 0.32 0.08
None (uncalibrated) .......... 10 . . . . . . . . .
a Distribution, on average, of the observations for each of the three PTI
baselines.
TABLE 5
Summary of Spectroscopic Binary Stars Spatially Resolved By PTI
Star HD
a
(mas) K Reference
64 Psc............ 4676 6.50 0.11 Boden et al. (1999b)
6118 5.56 0.40 Konacki & Lane (2004)
TZ Tri............ 13480 2.10 1.75 Koresko et al. (1998)a
Atlas .............. 23850 12.94 1.86 Pan et al. (2004)
27483 1.26 0.00 Konacki & Lane (2004)
o Leo ............. 83808 4.46 1.49 Hummel et al. (2001)
12 Boo .......... 123999 3.39 0.61 Boden et al. (2000, 2005)
178449 n /a 3.5Y3.8 Unpublished
195987 15.38 1.06 Torres et al. (2002)
 Peg.............. 210027 10.33 1.61 Boden et al. (1999a)
BY Dra.......... 234677 4.40 0.57 Boden & Lane (2001)
51 Peg ........... 217014 n /a >4.27 Boden et al. (1998b)
a See discussion in x 6.2.
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Thus, these data suggest that the 51 Peg V 2norm data are skewed to
the right and leptokurtic.
The skewness of the 51 Peg data is a result of there being a
few, but notable, outlying data points with V 2norm31, as seen in
Figure 2. These data points are all associated with periods of
poor system visibility when the system visibility was low, typ-
icallyV 2sys < 0:60, which is usually a result of poor seeing; of the
340 data points in the 51 Peg data set, 20 were in the low system
visibility category. Up until this point in the analysis, all of the
data from 51 Peg contributed to the statistical analysis, in order
to examine all nights in a homogenous manner, regardless of at-
mospheric conditions. However, if we use that parameter as a guide
and exclude data points with V 2sys < 0:60 from that analysis,
we find a3 ¼ 0:048 with a4 ¼ 6:13—a negligible amount of
skewness.
The leptokurtic nature of the 51 Peg V 2norm data is seen with
both the full ensemble and the V 2sys > 0:60 subset—in terms of
shape, a leptokurtic distribution has a more acute peak around
the mean and longer tails. A histogram of the full 51 Peg V 2norm
data set is seen in Figure 3, in bins of V 2 ¼ 0:05. Two fits were
compared to this binned data: the first was single Gaussian,
which resulted in a mean of V
2 ¼ 1:004 and a width of 0.030 on
an amplitude of 90.9, and a reduced 2 per degree of freedom of
2/dof ¼ 5:44; the second was two Gaussians, with an identical
mean but widths of 0.024 and 0.098 on amplitudes of 82.8 and
12.5, respectively, with 2/dof ¼ 1:32. The second fit suggests
that two sources of noise are present in the data. Restricting these
fits to the V 2sys > 0:60 subset, we find that the single Gaussian
fit has a width of 0.029 with a 2/dof ¼ 5:02, and the two-
Gaussian fit has widths of 0.080 and 0.023 with 2/dof ¼ 1:22;
no notable change for either fit resulted in the amplitudes or V
2
values.
These latter fits suggest that for those times when the inter-
ferometer is performing best (resulting in better V 2sys values), the
wider ‘‘pedestal’’ Gaussian of the two-Gaussian fit reduces in
width. Since the instrument is operated in a fairly uniformmanner
and reports lowered V 2sys values generally during periods of par-
ticularly poor atmospheric seeing, our suspicion is that the error
pedestal is associated with those occasional periods of poor seeing.
Such observations do not get properly normalized due to limi-
tations of the calibration process for coping with those occa-
sional rapid fluctuations in seeing, but are identifiable in the data
set in part due to their lowV 2sys values. Further examination of the
51 Peg data set can exclude other measurement outliers (and the
spread on V 2norm will then approach the1.5% value seen in Boden
et al.1998b) but this is time-consuming and potentially quite sub-
jective. Thus, we maintain the integrity of the normalized visi-
bilities being examined for all sources and do not cut forV 2sys in the
following sections.
6.4. Mahalanobis and Principal Component
Analysis Distances
The Mahalanobis distance (MD) is a multivariate general-
ization of one-dimensional Euclidean distance (Bartkowiak &
Jakimiec1989; Ronen et al.1999). Given N stars characterized by
M variables (coordinates) mjk , the sample distance of a particular
star, k, from the centroid of the distances is
MDk ¼
XM
j¼1
mjk  mj
sj
 2
; ð5Þ
where mj is the mean for the jth variable, and sj is its standard
deviation. Alternatively, the MD of one star from a specific star
k , in this case 51 Peg, say, is given by
MDk ¼
XM
j¼1
mjk  mjk 
sj
 2
; ð6Þ
where mjk  are the coordinates for star k
. The Mahalanobis dis-
tances from 51 Peg for these stars and their ranks are listed in
Table 7 below, and a histogram of the Mahalanobis distances is
found in Figure 4.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method for
partitioning total variability in a sample into linear combinations
that are orthogonal to each other (Ronen et al.1999). The first prin-
cipal component is generated to maximize the variation of that
linear combination; the second principal component is chosen or-
thogonal to the first and with maximum variation conditional on
Fig. 2.—Normalized visibility measurements (V 2norm) for 51 Peg, as discussed
in x 6.3. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement for a color version of this
figure.]
Fig. 3.—Histogram of the 51 Peg normalized visibility measurements (V 2norm)
as discussed in x 6.3, in bins of V 2 ¼ 0:05. The dotted line is a single Gaussian
fit, with amplitude of 90.9 and width 0.0297, and the solid line is a two-Gaussian
fit with amplitude/width of 82.8/0.0242 and 12.5/0.098, respectively. The  2
per degree of freedom for the former is 5.44, with 2/dof for the latter being
1.32. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement for a color version of this
figure.]
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the orthogonality. For these data the four moments,m1k ,m2k ,m3k ,
and m4k, for each star k again form the basis for the calculations.
The PCA is carried out on the correlation matrix, so at this
stage we do not need to adjust for the variances. The principal com-
ponent for 51 Peg form the basis for the distance calculation of each
star from 51 Peg. Specifically, let pjk be the principal components
for star k and pjk  the principal component for reference star k
.
Then the distance star k is from the reference star is
PDk ¼
XM
j¼1
pjk  pjk 
spj
 2
; ð7Þ
where spj is the standard deviation for the jth principal component.
The PCA distances and their ranks are given in Table 7 below,
and a histogram of the PCA distances is found in Figure 5.
The choice betweenMahalanobis distance and the PCA-based
distance is based on convenience. TheMahalanobis distance has
the advantage that it is more immediately linked to the four mo-
ments of the distribution. There is a very close correlation between
the Mahalanobis distance and the PCA-based distance as seen in
Figure 6. The PCA based approach has the advantage that the con-
tribution of each of the principal components can be calculated
e.g., for the data considered here the first principal component
accounts for 53% of the total variability.
We find that the first of the known PTI binaries to appear
among the ranked potential calibrators of Table 6 is HD 178449
not unsurprising given its large K value. The large brightness
ratio makes the object appear more like a calibrator than the other
binary stars, and at distances of MDHD178449 ¼ 1:20, PDHD178449 ¼
1:83. Consideration of the HD 178449 Maha and PCA ranks and
an examination of Figures 4 and 5 provides insight into the dis-
tributions for both Maha and PCA distances. Given that the
sources were preselected to likely be suitable as calibration sources,
it is reasonable to expect that distributions should peak at values
corresponding to suitable calibrators. If we select all stars that fall
toward the smaller values of those distribution, we can have some
confidence that we have statistically selected the stars that have
been demonstrated in this data set to be suitable for use as cali-
brators. Thus, we established our cutoff at MD, PD < 1:0. The
resulting calibrator list is available online at the MSC Web site
(see footnote 3).
It is important to note that the ‘‘rejection’’ of a star as a suit-
able calibrator from this analysis does not necessarily indicate
that it is a heretofore unresolved binary—merely that, within this
particular data set, the data indicate that it is unsuitable for use as
a calibrator. This could be due to some previously undetected
binarity, but could also bemerely due to poor data quality for that
particular object in the data set. A key indicator of this possibility
is the fact that the stars in Table 6 that are listed as ‘‘acceptable’’
have, on average, a larger expected angular size (0.449mas) than
those in the ‘‘reject’’ category (0.301mas). The smaller stars are, on
average, more distant, and hence, are also on average dimmer—
resulting in lower signal-to-noise in the PTI system. Such objects
are more susceptible to poor seeing and/or weather conditions
and are ultimatelymore likely to be rejected due to poor data quality
that is unrelated to actual system binarity. For the purposes of this
Fig. 4.—Histogram of Mahalanobis distances from HD 217014 for potential
calibrator stars. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement for a color version
of this figure.]
Fig. 5.—Histogram of principal component analysis distances from HD
217014 for potential calibrator stars. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement
for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 6.—Principal component analysis vs. Mahalanobis distances from HD
217014 for potential calibrator stars. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement
for a color version of this figure.]
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investigation, rejection of such sources is acceptable in exchange
for attempting to eliminate false positives for acceptable calibrators.
7. ESTIMATION OF THE UNDETECTED BINARY RATE
One primary concern with the selection of potential calibration
sources is choosing objects that are previously undetected bi-
naries. For this reason, it is standard operating procedure to ob-
serve no fewer than two calibration sources in conjunction with
astrophysical targets, allowing some means of cross-calibration
between the potential calibrators. Although we cannot know for
certain which of our previously unobserved calibration sources
might have a heretofore undetected companion, we may attempt
to characterize the likelihoodwithwhich such an undetected com-
panion would escape detection once such a binary star system
were placed on the observing queue.
We generated a synthetic, random sample of 4096 binary
stars, starting with selecting an object with a random spectral
type consistent with our potential calibrator list, which is within
the range of B8 to K1. Luminosity class for these objects was
statically assigned to be either III or V, to test the sensitivity of bi-
nary detection to primary star luminosity class. Absolute VandK
magnitudes, radii, and masses for these primary stars were then
drawn from the standard MK-type values found in Bessell &
Brett (1988) and Cox (2000). Apparent magnitude was randomly
assigned a value between mK ¼ 3:5 and 5.0, which is consistent
with the apparent magnitudes of PTI calibrators. Secondary stars
were then randomly generated for each of these primaries: spec-
tral type was selected to be equal to or later than the primary star,
down to a class of M9,5 and for giant star primaries, luminosity
class of the secondary objects was randomly assigned either III
or V. Absolute V and K magnitudes, radii, and masses for these
secondary stars were then estimated also using the same references.
Orbital separation awas then randomly assigned to be between 2
and 50 Roche diameters; distance of the binary star pair was
established from the distance modulus, with an apparent angular
separation resulting from the distance and true separation of the
primary and secondary. Periods were established from the phys-
ical separation and the masses. Orbital parameters, such as ec-
centricity e, inclination i, and longitude of the ascending node
were randomly assigned. Angular sizes of each component were
estimated using the V  K technique described in van Belle
(1999); given the mK ¼ 3:5Y5:0 prior, the primaries were all
well within the PTI calibrator selection criterion of  < 1:0 mas.
In addition, this samplewell represents a potential sample of over-
looked binary stars, with a < 0:100, regardless of luminosity class.
Our overall goal was to test this subsample for PTI’s ability to
detect deviations fromwhat was expected to be normal calibrator
object behavior. The expected squared visibility in a narrow
passband for a binary system is given by
V 2(k) ¼ V
2
1 þ V 22 r2 þ 2V1V2r cos ½(2=k)B = s
(1þ r)2 ; ð8Þ
where V1 and V2 are the visibility moduli for the two stars alone
as given by equation (3), r is the apparent brightness ratio between
the primary and secondary,B is the projected baseline vector at the
system sky position, and s is the primary-secondary angular sepa-
ration vector on the plane of the sky (Hummel et al. 1995; Boden
et al. 1999a). V1 and V2 were estimated from the angular sizes es-
timates. A conservative detection limit would be a 3 threshold of
V 2 > 0:06, roughly three times PTI’s limiting V 2 precision of
0.015Y0.020, whereV 2 is the difference between the expected
single star V 2 as described in equation (3) and the binary star V 2
from equation (8). Objects with binary V 2 excursions less than
PTI’s limiting V 2 precision would effectively be single stars as
far as PTI is concerned, and were excluded from consideration.
Figuring prominently into this characterization of PTI’s ability
to detect these synthetic binary stars is the geometric orientation
of the target systems relative to the instrument’s baseline in use,
contained in theB = s term of equation (8). If PTI’s baseline in use
is orthogonal to the primary-secondary separation vector, the de-
parture from point-source source visibility will potentially be un-
detectable, depending on the brightness ratio. Since the relative
geometry between binary system and projected baseline varies
with orbital phase, these 4096 systems were then examined over
the course of 20 random epochs between the years covered by this
study, 1998Y2005, using PTI configurations consistent with the
available baselines. As the number of nights increases, the like-
lihood that a binary system would remain undetected is given in
Table 7.
Two categories of binary stars were problematic for PTI: First,
stars with detectable V 2 excursions (V 2max 	 0:06) but in poor
TABLE 6
Mahalanobis Distance Rank and Principal Component Analysis Rank of the Potential Calibrator Stars
HD Mahalanobis Rank Mahalanobis Distance PCA Rank PCA Distance Geometric Nondetectiona Binary Reference
Suitable as Calibrators (MD and PD < 1:0)
71......................... 94 0.51 82 0.49 0.036 . . .
1404..................... 63 0.28 74 0.47 . . . . . .
1671..................... 134 0.66 190 0.94 . . . . . .
2344..................... 30 0.13 64 0.42 0.010 . . .
2454..................... 172 0.79 203 1.04 0.000 . . .
2628..................... 135 0.66 173 0.83 . . . . . .
2942..................... 66 0.31 79 0.49 0.000 . . .
4841..................... 35 0.15 34 0.22 0.002 . . .
6210..................... 195 0.84 112 0.57 0.188 . . .
6288..................... 15 0.08 26 0.18 0.002 . . .
Notes.—Table 6 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
a Probability of a binary system nondetection due to lack of total nights on the sky, as discussed in x 7.
5 Implicit in this condition is a ‘‘flat’’ mass ratio q ¼ M1/M2 for binary stars, a
topic that is discussed extensively in Duquennoy &Mayor (1991) and more recently
in Goldberg et al. (2003), which appears to be reasonable for this experiment.
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geometric orientation, due to orbital phase or apparent sky sep-
aration relative to baseline used, are found to escape initial detec-
tion by the array. However, after a few (5) nights of observing,
virtually all of these objects exhibited a detectable excursion and
would be detected as binaries. Second, and more problemati-
cally, are the stars with V 2 excursions below the 3  threshold of
obvious detectability, but above PTI’s limiting V 2 precision of
0.015Y0.020. These objects would remain always unconfirmed
as binaries, yet their varying V 2 response could affect system
calibration at the 2%Y4% level.
For example, in a single night of observing with the NS base-
line, approximately 30% of the binary systems with a main
sequence primary are undetected. However, this proportion drops
rapidly to5.5% after only five nights of observing, and to5%
after 20 nights of observing, as it does for using the three PTI
baselines in sequence. For binary systems with giant primaries,
the limiting proportion of undetected binaries is higher, at12%
after 20 nights. This larger value is consistent with a greater num-
ber of binary systems with a large brightness ratio, specifically
those systemswith amain sequence secondary star. This nonzero
proportion of undetected binary systems is compelling motiva-
tion to employmultiple calibrators for any study with PTI, or any
other interferometer. As we see in x 6, we have many stars that
show PTI V 2 data that are consistent with the point-response of a
single, rather than binary, star system. The lingering uncertainty
of undetected binarity for minimally observed stars can be drawn
from the percentages given in Table 7.
8. DISCUSSION
Some of the objects categorized as ‘‘acceptable’’ calibrators
due to their PTI V 2 are still found to have references indicating
possible binary nature or other astrophysical effects that may
cause them to be less than suitable as calibrators; these objects
are discussed below in x 8.1. Interferometer observations of hi-
erarchical systems have the potential to accidentally observe the
wrong star and so appear to have a variation in angular size. Var-
iations in metallicity will mean that a potential calibrator will not
fit SED templates well for predicting size. Stars with extreme
rotational velocity might exhibit angular size variations depend-
ing on interferometer baseline utilized, and ‘‘thrown off’’ material
(as seen with the Be star phenomena) could also affect visibility
measurements if the disk is detected. In addition, evidence in the
literature was uncovered for rejected calibrator candidates and is
discussed in x 8.2.
8.1. Objects Thought to Be Acceptable Calibrators
Figure 7 shows an equatorial sky coverage map of statistically
vetted calibrators displayed in an equal area Aitoff projection.
For PTI’s nominal sky accessibility of 5
 < 	 < 55
, two or
more vetted calibrators cover are available for any 10
 cone upon
the sky for over 96% of the sky.
HD 905.—Listed as a periodic variable star (Koen & Eyer
2002).
HD 1279.—Shows P Cygni type profiles in UV spectra taken
with IUE (Snow et al. 1994).
HD2758.—Listed as a binary in the Tycho-2 catalog (Fabricius
et al. 2002) with a companion at position angle 69.6


and sepa-
ration of 0.4400.
HD 3268.—Listed in Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997) as metal-
poor with ½Fe/H  ¼ 0:23.
HD 15335.—Listed in Heintz (1994) as an 0.02000 astrometric
binary, detected via photographic plates obtained with the 61 cm
Sproul refractor, although the comments cite it as ‘‘astrom.,
probable,’’ and no secondary component magnitude is listed.
Follow-up work by Fischer & Valenti (2005) report a null result
not only on detecting a stellar companion, but also down to plan-
etary mass.
HD 19994 and HD 90508.—Both are indicated to be binary
stars in Hale (1994). HD 19994 is notable in that it has a Jupiter-
mass planet (Mayor et al. 2004), and the F8 V star’s stellar com-
panion is an M3 V dwarf a few arcseconds away, which makes it
undetectable by PTI from a brightness ratio standpoint. Simi-
larly, HD 90508 is a F9 V star with a M3 V companion.
HD 24357.—Listed in Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997) as metal-
rich with ½Fe/H ¼ 0:30.
HD 27524.—Listed in Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997) as metal-
poor with ½Fe/H  ¼ 0:46.
HD 28024.—Listed in theWashington Double Star Catalog as
a visual double with 104.300 separation and a magnitude differ-
ence of 8.23 (Worley & Douglass 1997). It has a GCVS period
of 0.148 days (Samus et al. 2004) and in addition, it is cited as a 	
Scuti variable (Rodriguez et al. 2000). It also has high rotational
velocity (see below).
HD 28677.—Listed in the GCVS as a possible variable star,
however, no period or variability type is identified and this des-
ignation may be in doubt (Samus et al. 2004). We also note that
this star is listed in a catalog of binaries detected using lunar oc-
cultation and has a separation from its companion of 16:2  5:2
mas, at a position angle of 205.9 degrees, with a magnitude dif-
ference of 0:0  1:62 mag at 547 nm (Mason1995). There is no
evidence for binarity in the PTI data, despite the nine nights of
available calibrated PTI data (seven on the NS baseline, two on
the NW baseline).
HD 28704.—Listed in theWashington Double Star Catalog as
being a hierarchical quadruple system with separations from the
primary ranging from 76.400 to 113.700 and magnitude differences
with respect to the primary ranging from 0.71 to 7.3 (Worley &
Douglass 1997).
HD 31662.—Listed in theWashington Double Star Catalog as
being a visual double with separation 5.400 and a magnitude dif-
ference of 5.47 (Worley &Douglass1997). There is no evidence
for binarity in the PTI data.
HD33167.—Has a large range of metallicities in the literature,
from ½Fe/H  ¼ 0:09 (Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1997) to ½Fe/H  ¼
0:36 to 0.37 (Ibukiyama & Arimoto 2002 and Marsakov &
Shevelev 1995, respectively).
Fig. 7.—Equatorial sky coverage map of statistically vetted calibrators dis-
played in an equal area Aitoff projection. Light gray circles represent 10
 radii cones
projected onto the sky, representing regions of appropriate calibrator proximity to
astrophysical targets; darker gray regions represent areas with two or more cal-
ibrators within 10
. For PTI’s nominal sky accessibility of 5
 < 	 < 55
, these
calibrators represent k96% sky coverage.
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HD 38558.—Noted by Adelman (2001) to have variability of
0.01 mag in the Hipparcos data.
HD 43042.—Listed in theWashington Double Star Catalog as
being a hierarchical quadruple system with separations from the
primary ranging from 32.000 to 91.200 and magnitude differences
with respect to the primary ranging from 4.800 to 6.000 (Worley &
Douglass 1997).
HD 51530.—Listed in theWashington Double Star Catalog as
being a hierarchical triple system with separations from the pri-
mary of 0.500 and 28.200 and a magnitude difference of the larger
separated component of 6.0 mag (Worley & Douglass 1997).
There is no evidence for binarity in the PTI data.
HD 58551.—Noted to be extremely metal-poor, with ½Fe/H ¼
0:6 (Bartkevicius 1984; Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1997).
HD 58715.—Noted as a double in the Hipparcos Input Cata-
logue with unknown separation and magnitude difference (Turon
et al. 1993). It is listed as an eruptive 
 Cas variable by (Samus
et al. 2004) and has high rotational velocity (see below).
HD 58946.—Listed as a hierarchical quadruple system spread
over 50. The closest companion to the primary is separated by 3.400
with a magnitude difference of 8.4 (Turon et al. 1993). Worley &
Douglass (1997) goes on to list the A component in the system as
a spectroscopic binary. However, Galland et al. (2005) use the
system as a constant RV source to demonstrate the stability of
their ELODIE instrument in searching for brown dwarfs and
extrasolar planets. Samus et al. (2004) lists it in the GCVS with
unknown variability type. And finally Adelman (2001) shows it
to have 0.01 mag of variability, as measured by Hipparcos.
HD 71148.—Listed in the GCVS (Samus et al. 2004) as a pre-
viously misidentified variable star. It is metal-poor with ½Fe/H ¼
0:15 (Ibukiyama & Arimoto 2002).
HD 75332.—Has been studied extensively in radial velocity
surveys searching for extrasolar planets, however, no evidence
for any are found to date (Fischer & Valenti 2005).
HD 75732.—Avisual double with a separation of 85.000 and a
magnitude difference of 7.2. It has been found to have planets
(Fischer & Valenti 2005), which are well below the sensitivity
threshold of PTI to detect.
HD 89125.—Avisual double with a separation of 7.400 (Turon
et al.1993). In addition, it is seen to have lowmetallicity ranging
from ½Fe/H ¼ 0:19 to 0.39 (Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1997;
Marsakov & Shevelev 1988).
HD 97334.—A hierarchical quadruple system with separations
from the primary ranging from88.200 to 128.400 andmagnitude dif-
ferences from 1.5 to 6.0 (Worley & Douglass 1997).
HD 97633.—Flagged as a variable star by Samus et al. (2004)
with the variable type andperiodunidentified. Further, it is extremely
metal-rich, with ½Fe/H  ¼ 0:40 (Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1997).
HD 103095.—Flagged as a suspected variable star by Samus
et al. (2004), with the variable type and period unidentified. It has
also been studied by Latham et al. (2002) for binarity and was
found to have radial velocity measurements that varied at the 2Y
3 km s1 level, with no indication of binarity or an orbital solution.
HD 119550.—Has also been studied by Latham et al. (2002)
for binarity and was found to have radial velocity measurements
that varied at the 1 km s1 level, with no indication of binarity or
an orbital solution.
HD 128167.—Flagged as a suspected variable star by Samus
et al. (2004) with the variable type, based on a reference, poten-
tially a  Bootes variable with an unidentified period. It is iden-
tified in the Washington Double Star catalog as a member of a
hierarchical triple system with separations from the primary of
248.000 and 237.000 and 5.34 and 6.80 mag, respectively (Worley
&Douglass1997). Finally, it displays a wide range of lowmetal-
licities, from ½Fe/H ¼ 0:18 to 0.60 (Cayrel de Strobel et al.
1997).
HD132254 andHD134083.—Both are flagged byNordstro¨m
et al. (2004) as spectroscopic binaries, although no other support-
ing evidence in the literature could be found for this conclusion for
either star. Indeed, in Galland et al. (2005), HD 134083 is cited as
having a constant radial velocity at the 50 m s1 level, which
would preclude any binary detectable by PTI. HD 132254 was
well-behaved enough for Kharchenko et al. (2004) to list the
object as a candidate RV standard.
HD136118.—Has been studied extensivelywith radial velocity
techniques and is know to have a planet (Santos et al. 2003, 2004),
which are well below the sensitivity threshold of PTI to detect.
HD 141187.—Studied in a catalog of astrometric binaries,
identified using Hipparcos and Tycho data, to have nonlinear
proper motion (Makarov & Kaplan 2005). It is also seen to have
high rotational velocity (see below).
HD 154345.—Listed in Samus et al. (2004) as a suspected
variable star in the GCVS, however no period of variability type
is listed.
HD 166205.—Flagged in Mason et al. (1999) as a suspected
binary on the basis of ground-based and Hipparcos data. How-
ever, the binarity was not able to be confirmed, so it is listed in
their Table 7 as a ’’problem star.’’ Finally, it is flagged in Adelman
(2001) as a variable star in theHipparcos surveywith 0.01mag of
variability.
HD 171834.—Flagged as a binary with 0.100 separation and no
notation of the secondary’s magnitude in Worley & Douglass
(1997). It is also seen to have a low metallicity compared to solar
of ½Fe/H  ¼ 0:42 (Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1997).
HD 182488.—Has been studied extensively using the radial
velocity technique and is found to have no detectable planet or
stellar companions Fischer & Valenti (2005).
HD 186568.—A member of a hierarchical triple with sepa-
rations of 15.400 and 33.900 andmagnitude differences of 7.75 and
5.44, respectively (Worley & Douglass 1997).
HD 187691.—A member of a hierarchical quintuple system
with separations from the primary ranging from 20.500 to 89.700
and magnitude differences of 7.69Y8.59 Worley & Douglass
(1997). It was used by Mazeh et al. (1996) as an RV standard in
the study of orbits of three spectroscopic binary systems. Fischer
& Valenti (2005) have studied it extensively in their radial ve-
locity searches for planets and find no evidence for a companion.
And finally, it is flagged in the GCVS as a rotating variable star
with no period listed (Samus et al. 2004).
HD 187923.—A member of a visual double system with a
separation from the secondary of 93.900 and a magnitude dif-
ference of 5.57 (Worley & Douglass 1997). It has been studied
extensively using radial velocity techniques and is found to have
no companions Fischer & Valenti (2005). It is flagged in the
GCVS as variable, but no variability type or period is identified
(Samus et al. 2004).
HD 195564.—A member of a hierarchical triple system with
separations of 4.600 and 100.200 and magnitude differences of 5.5
and 4.2, respectively (Worley & Douglass 1997). It has been
studied extensively using radial velocity techniques and is found
to have no companions Fischer & Valenti (2005).
HD 197076.—A member of a hierarchical triple system with
separations of 98.800 and 125.000 and magnitude differences of
5.45 and 6.95, respectively (Worley & Douglass 1997). It has
been studied extensively using radial velocity techniques and is
found to have no companions (Fischer & Valenti 2005).
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HD 198478.—A member of a visual double system with a
separation of 20.500 and a magnitude difference of 5.32 (Worley
&Douglass1997). It is flagged in the GCVS as being a pulsating
variable star (Samus et al. 2004) and has an identified period of
0.20472 days (Koen & Eyer 2002).
HD 210855.—A member of hierarchical triple system with
separations of 79.600 and 56.000 and magnitude differences of
5.26 and 8.46, respectively (Worley & Douglass 1997).
HD 214680.—A member of a visual double system with a
separation of 60.400 and a magnitude difference of 5.14 (Worley
& Douglass 1997). Further, it is flagged in the GCVS as a 
Cephei variable star (Samus et al. 2004).
HD 218396.—Flagged in the GCVS as a rotating ellipsoidal
variable (Samus et al. 2004) and as a probable k Bootis variable
by Gerbaldi et al. (2003).
HD219080.—Flagged as a new periodic variable star byKoen
& Eyer (2002).
HD 222439.—A member of a hierarchical triple system with
separations of 46.600 and 103.200 and magnitude differences of
7.16 for both companions (Worley &Douglass1997). Further, it
is flagged in the GCVS as a variable star of unknown type (Samus
et al. 2004).
In addition, the following stars have rotational velocities
(vsin i) between 100 and 200 km s1: HD 7804, HD 18411,
HD 20150, HD 26605, HD 27397, HD 27946, HD 28677, HD
30739, HD 32301, HD 32630, HD 37147, HD 50019, HD 56537,
HD 60111, HD 67006, HD 79439, HD 83287, HD 85795, HD
87696, HD 92825, HD 102124, HD 107904, HD 108765, HD
110411, HD 111604, HD 116831, HD 122408, HD 125161,
HD 125162, HD 132052, HD 141003, HD 143894, HD 147547,
HD 152614, HD 161868, HD 166014, HD 166205, HD168914, HD
169702, HD 177196, HD 177756, HD 192425, HD 204153,
HD 206043, HD 210129, HD 213558, HD 214734, HD
214923, HD 216735, and HD 222439. The following stars have
rotational velocities higher than 200 km s1: HD 11946, HD
17573, HD 20418, HD21686, HD23630, HD23862, HD28024,
HD 30823, HD 58715, HD 73262, HD 93702, HD 98058, and
HD 130109. These data were taken mainly from VizieR catalogs
associated with Glebocki et al. (2000), Royer et al. (2002), and de
Medeiros et al. (2002). Rapidly rotating stars have an additional
uncertainty in their predicted angular size due to rotational distor-
tion, which is on the order of 10%Y15% (van Belle et al. 2006).
However, if this was a significant factor, the statistical vetting of
x 6 would have rejected these objects as valid calibrators.
8.2. Objects Rejected as Acceptable Calibrators
HD 8357.—Flagged by Nordstro¨m et al. (2004) as a spec-
troscopic binary, with a mass ratio of q ¼ 0:841  0:009.
HD 8799.—Found to be listed as a visual (but not physical)
binary of unspecified separation in Tokovinin&Smekhov (2002).
HD 13480.—Flagged by Nordstro¨m et al. (2004) as a spec-
troscopic binary, with a mass ratio of q ¼ 1:062  0:010.
HD 16234.—Flagged by Nordstro¨m et al. (2004) as a spec-
troscopic binary, with a mass ratio of q ¼ 1:039  0:041.
HD 18012.—Examined by Lu et al. (1987) using speckle inter-
ferometry at the 4 mMayall telescope, without any detection of a
secondary companion.
HD 27483.—Flagged by Nordstro¨m et al. (2004) as a spec-
troscopic binary, with a mass ratio of q ¼ 0:937  0:011.
HD 27901.—Examined by Mason et al. (1993) using speckle
interferometry, without any detection of a secondary companion.
HD 37594.—Found to have a range of spectral classifications
from A5 to F2 (Bertaud & Floquet 1967) to F0 Vp (Abt &
Morrell1995) as found by Skiff (2005), indicating that the model
fits to these data may be problematic.
HD 43587.—Noted by Nidever et al. (2002) as having a radial
velocity rms > 0:1 km s1, and Makarov & Kaplan (2005) cite
the object as a possible astrometric binary fromHipparcos proper
motion discrepancies,with the factorQ0 as discussed in that study,
related to the lower bound of a possible secondary companion’s
mass, having a value of logQ0¼1:6 yr1.
HD 75137.—Listed by Turon et al. (1993) to have a com-
panion separated by 12.400 with a magnitude difference of 7.5.
Worley & Douglass (1997) state that the primary in the system is
a spectroscopic binary with an orbital period of 8.2 days. It also
has high rotational velocity (see below).
HD 79969.—Noted by Horch et al. (2004) using speckle inter-
ferometry, to have a secondary companion. The orbital axis is
0:6600  0:00700 with a period of 34.2 yr (Henry & McCarthy
1993).
HD 118232.—Flagged as a suspected variable star by Samus
et al. (2004) with the variable type and period unidentified. A
visual inspection of the PTI visibility data for the nine nights this
object was observed shows seven that are qualitatively identical
to the associated calibrators, and two that are marginally offset
V 2  0:05 from those calibrators.
HD 120510.—Flagged by Nordstro¨m et al. (2004) as a spec-
troscopic binary, with a mass ratio of q ¼ 1:000  0:009.
HD 122676.—Noted by Nidever et al. (2002) as having a
radial velocity rms > 0:1 km s1.
HD 123999.—Flagged by Nordstro¨m et al. (2004) as a spec-
troscopic binary, with a mass ratio of q ¼ 0:963  0:010.
HD 141187.—Noted by Makarov & Kaplan (2005) as a
possible astrometric binary from Hipparcos proper motion dis-
crepancies, with logQ0 ¼ 1:1 yr1.
HD 149630.—Noted by Makarov & Kaplan (2005) as a pos-
sible astrometric binary from Hipparcos proper motion discrep-
ancies, with logQ0 ¼ 1:0 yr1.
HD 152308.—Noted in Hoffleit & Jaschek (1991) as having
‘‘suspected variable radial velocity.’’ It appears in the GCVS
catalog as a rotating variable star (Samus et al. 2004) and has an
identified period of 0.9366 days (Renson & Catalano 2001).
HD 157935.—Has a radial velocity of 51.9 km s1 quoted
in Duflot et al. (1995; no error given, but a radial velocity quality
of ‘‘B’’ on a scale of ‘‘A’’ to ‘‘E,’’ where ‘‘A’’ is best), but a value
of 54:7  1:6 km s1 listed in Nordstro¨m et al. (2004)
possibly an indication of a variable radial velocity.
HD 181655.—Noted by Nidever et al. (2002) as having a
stable radial velocity with rms < 100 m s1.
HD 195050.—Noted by Makarov & Kaplan (2005) as a pos-
sible astrometric binary from Hipparcos proper motion discrep-
ancies, with logQ0 ¼ 1:1 yr1. It is also seen to have high
rotational velocity (see below).
HD120048,HD120509,HD136643,HD158063,HD186547,
andHD 234677.—All listed in the radial velocity study of Famaey
et al. (2005) as having ‘‘no evidence for radial-velocity variations.’’
HD 216538.—Flagged by Samus et al. (2004) as a long-period
pulsating B star.
HD 216831.—A member of a visual double system with a
separation of 49.600 and a magnitude difference of 3.76 (Worley
& Douglass 1997). Further, it was examined by McAlister et al.
(1987) using speckle interferometry at the 3.6 m CFHT, without
any detection of a secondary companion. Finally, it has anoma-
lously highmetallicity compared to solar of ½Fe/H ¼ 0:40 (Cayrel
de Strobel et al. 1997).
HD223346.—Flagged to have anomalously lowmetallicity com-
pared to solar of ½Fe/H  ¼0:42 (Ibukiyama &Arimoto 2002).
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HD 223421.—Flagged to have anomalously low metallicity
compared to solar ranging from ½Fe/H  ¼ 0:20 to 0.35 (see,
e.g., Ibukiyama & Arimoto 2002 and Cayrel de Strobel et al.
1997). It is flagged as a probable spectroscopic binary in a cat-
alog of overluminous F-type stars, although identification was
problematic (Griffin & Suchkov 2003).
In addition, the following stars have rotational velocities
(vsin i) between 100 and 200 km s1: HD 20677, HD 23850, HD
27322, HD 27901, HD45542, HD 75137, HD82621, HD 141187,
HD 141851, HD 144874, HD 178449, HD 195050, HD 204403.
The following stars have rotational velocities higher than
200 km s1: HD 149630 and HD 184606. These data were taken
mainly from VizieR catalogs associated with the following pa-
pers: Glebocki et al. (2000), Royer et al. (2002), and deMedeiros
et al. (2002).
9. CONCLUSION
We have examined 8 years of PTI visibility data for candidate
single, pointlike stellar calibrator sources. To vet the appropriate
sources, we subjected the data to a rigorous statistical evaluation,
comparing the sources to a well understood and intensively
studied standard PTI calibrator, HD 217014. Of the candidates
that satisfied the a priori selection criteria, approximately 350were
found to be ‘‘well behaved’’ in an empirical, statistical sense, with
140 being rejected. These vetted calibrator objects represent
k96% sky coverage for PTI in the declination range 5
 <	 < 55

and form a set of well characterized calibrator anchors for future
PTI observations, archival studies, and observations at other inter-
ferometric facilities.
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